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COWBOYS CENTRE
Industralight offered our design 
services to make a realistic light-
ing render of the North Queensland 
Cowboys Centre of Excellence. 

Industralight is an industry leading supplier of professional

lighting solutions. Our experienced team have delivered

thousands of successful lighting installations across 

multiple industry sectors. This means you can trust 

us to supply the correct product for your project.

Our engineering team can produce professional 

renderings, lighting designs, and 3D lighting simulations.

Our assessment tools will provide you with certainty about 

the performance and layout of your lighting installation.

The Industralight product range is second to none. We 

have the largest range of high quality LED luminaries, acces-

sories and components to compliment any environment. 

Stable technology with superior aesthetic and fixture 

design means your project will be world class.

Occasionally things can go wrong. That’s why we offer a 

full replacement warranty on every product we supply. 

We also offer extended warranties for projects that are

registered with us, for additional piece of mind.

WELCOME TO INDUSTRALIGHT

LIGHTING DESIGNS

PRODUCT RANGE

EXTENDED WARRANTY

OFFICE SPACE
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DFES HELIPAD BASE

HAWKESBURY RIVER BOAT RAMP VOLKSWAGEN SHOWROOMLPS7718 POLE MOUNTED LANDSCAPE
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For multipurpose sporting venues. Specific lighting

levels need to be achieved for various activities. This is

achieved by engaging our World Class Design team,

and completing a fully rendered model with

supporting documentation. In this example we used

our Express High Bay with the specific optic required

for optimal uniformity within the arena.

INDOOR SPORTS ARENA - LIGHTING 
DESIGN

Express Highbay
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In 2014 INDUSTRALIGHT Worked closely with Sydney

Trains on upgrading over 3000 fixtures in Australia‘s

largest train station.

For public safety reasons specific attention for

lighting levels was required. The design team

decided on our VXS 50W configuration for ultimate

performance and efficiency across the platforms.

The finished installation was a massive improvement

and received great reviews from staff and patrons.

CENTRAL STATION SYDNEY - 
LIGHTING DESIGN

VX-S IP65
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Port Macquarie Sports Stadium competed a $7 million 

Indoor Sports Stadium upgrade in February 2017. This 

included three new timber floor courts, The stadium is 

used for both indoor sports and other community based

functions. Used for hosting local, state and national   

events.

INDUSTRALIGHT fittings were used throughout the full

project. Before any fitting were selected a fully rendered

design was submitted to ensure lighting and uniformity

levels were achieved.

Contact INDUSTRALIGHT today to see how we can 

assist on your next project.

MACQUARIE CENTRE CARPARK - 
LIGHTING DESIGN

WDL529ITKL120
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Industralight can provide a complete lighting design for any project.

We offer varied advice with any Project, from basic lighting advice through to complex 

layouts develop lighting concepts. Our staff are lighting professionals and can and 

suggest products that will work best to achieve your desired outcomes

We have a hundreds of lighting products that vary in cost and features. If we are 

aware of the project details and the approximate budget, we can usually identify 

more than one product solution to suit different price points. Our staff enjoy providing 

different types of lighting solutions so let us know all the details of your project and 

we can help.

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

PROPOSED NEW CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE NORTH QLD COWBOYS WORLD CLASS RENDERINGS
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PROFESSIONAL HEAT MAPS

CAR PARK & AREA LIGHTING

BHP MONSTER
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SYDNEY DOCTORS CLINIC VOLKSWAGEN SHOWROOM AFL GROUND

MACKAY SOCCER FIELDS

THE MALT RICHMOND OFFICE DEVELOPMENTS
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